Data Access Architecture

Consistency and durability

Redis Enterprise Software comes with the ability to replicate data to another replica for high availability and persist in-memory data on disk permanently for durability. With the WAIT command, you can control the consistency and durability guarantees for the replicated and persisted database. Any updates that are issued to the database are typically performed with the following flow shown below: Application issues a write, Proxy communicates with the correct master "shard" in the system that contains the given key, The acknowledgment is sent to proxy once the write operation completes. The proxy sends the acknowledgment back to the application.

Discovery Service

The Discovery Service provides an IP-based connection management service used when connecting to Redis Enterprise Software databases. When used in conjunction with Redis Enterprise Software’s other high availability features, the Discovery Service assists an application scope with topology changes such as adding, removing of nodes, node failovers and so on. It does this by providing your application with the ability to easily discover which node hosts the database endpoint. The API used for discovery service is compliant with the Redis Sentinel API.

Redis OSS Cluster API Architecture

Redis OSS Cluster API reduces access times and latency with near-linear scalability. The Redis OSS Cluster API provides a simple mechanism for Redis clients to know the cluster topology. Clients must first connect to the master node to get the cluster topology, and then they connect directly to the Redis proxy on each node that hosts a master shard. Note: You must use a client that supports the OSS cluster API to connect to a database that has the OSS cluster API enabled.
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